Aggregate Analysis of the Individual Assessments from Spring 2020

• The first set of slides break out the analysis of the assessments by the outcomes: Skills, Technique, Work Ethic, and Leadership.

• Analysis reflects 155 individual assessments (N=155)

• Analysis focuses on “Not Yet” percentages in order to identify possible areas of Professional Development and/or other Programmatic Goals.

• The analysis combines Exceeds/Meets Expectations/Approaching and separates Not Yet Meeting Expectations.
• **Counting** – 59% of the students are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 28% are not yet meeting expectations

• **Musicality/Breathing** - 62% of the students are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 27% are not yet meeting expectations

• **Scales** - 59% of the students are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 25% are not yet meeting expectations

• **Repertoire** - 61% of the students are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 21% are not yet meeting expectations

• **Aural Skills** – 69% of the students are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 18% are not yet meeting expectations

• **62% of the students** are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations across Skills indicators
- **Articulation** – 68% are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 25% are not yet meeting expectations

- **Posture/Hand & Foot Technique/Fingerings** – 84% are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectation; 14% are not yet meeting expectations

- **Tone Quality** - 83% are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 14% are not yet meeting expectations

- **78% of the students** are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations across indicators
Work Ethic

• **Practices regularly** – **73%** are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; **26%** are not yet meeting expectations

• **Prepared for private lesson** - **75%** are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; **26%** are not yet meeting expectations

• **Shows up on time** – **82%** are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; **17%** are not yet meeting expectations

• **77% of the students** are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations across indicators (vs. **80% Crown Proposal**)
- **Students implements a plan with teacher, but not by themselves** – 73% are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 22% are not yet meeting expectations

- **Students demonstrates self-awareness and/or self management skills** - 76% are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 21% are not yet meeting expectations

- **Student understands priorities** – 78% are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 18% are not yet meeting expectations

- **Students understand their role** - 82% are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations; 14% are not yet meeting expectations

- **77% of the students** are exceeding, meeting, or approaching expectations across indicators